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Abstract – In the context of modern information systems, 

security has become one of the most critical quality attributes. The 

purpose of this paper is to address the problem of quality of 

information security. An approach to solve this problem is based 

on the main assumption that security is a process oriented activity. 

According to this approach, product quality can be achieved by 

means of process quality – process capability. Introduced in the 

paper, SPICE conformant information security process capability 

model is based on process capability modeling elaborated by 

world-wide software engineering community during the last 

25 years, namely ISO/IEC 15504 that defines the capability 

dimension and the requirements for process definition and domain 

independent integrated model for enterprise-wide assessment and 

Enterprise SPICE improvement.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Three decades ago, software developers started to seek for 

the established and confirmed procedures and solutions to cope 

with software crisis that was caused by the fact that project costs 

exceeded the estimated costs and schedules were not met as 

well as failure of functionality and quality was observed. 

Inspired by traditional engineers, software engineering 

community has developed standards and models such as 

ISO/IEC 15504 and CMMI that have been used by numerous 

software organizations around the world for guiding 

tremendous improvements in their ability to improve 

productivity and quality. The concept of software process 

capability, which expresses process predictability, has become 

an efficient working tool for process and product quality 

management. 

The results of software engineering in terms of software 

process are generalized to any process capability assessment 

and improvement. In their turn, other “soft” engineers, e.g., 

innovation, follow a pioneering way of software engineers. 

Software engineering being an extremely creative activity has 

been able to express it in process oriented terms. Developed and 

validated enhanced innovation and technology transfer process 

capability maturity model [5], [18] is another successful  

confirmation of the possibility to express such a creative 

activity as innovation in process oriented terms. 

The purpose of this paper is to validate a new approach for 

capability modeling and to develop ISO/IEC 15504 conformant 

information security process capability model as a core element 

of the approach proposed. 

The state of the art in process capability maturity modeling 

and information security process modeling is provided in 

Sections 2 and 3. Sections 4 and 5 contain authors’ contribution 

to process capability modeling and information security process 

modeling. The last Section concludes paper results achieved 

and provides future work to be done to complete the solution of 

the problem addressed.    

The main idea for the modeling approach taken in this paper 

and the construction of a primary process category is based on 

a related work done in [17].  

II. MOTIVATION AND CAPABILITY MODELING 

Information security process capability model, introduced in 

the paper, is based on process capability maturity modeling 

elaborated by a world-wide software engineering community. 

Software engineering community has considerably contributed 

to the state of the art of process modeling. The numerous 

attempts to solve the software crisis applying technological and 

methodological approaches were not successful. Consequently, 

software engineers turned to the software development 

organizational issues aiming to keep software projects within 

the planned scope, schedule and resources. 

This approach is based on the assumption that product 

quality can be achieved by means of process quality – process 

capability. High process capability cannot be established at 

once during the launch of an activity. Process capability can be 

improved applying iterative procedure of process capability 

assessment and improvement. 

Process capability is related to the predictability of process 

results. Organizational maturity expresses the way organization 

activities are performed. The idea of maturity expresses the 

improvement path of organization activities to achieve better 

results. Process capability concept enables one to measure the 

state of performance of organization’s activities at a separate 

process level and to plan individual steps for processes 

capability improvement. 

The research in this area is based on ideas originated from 

capability maturity models (CMM) developed since 1987 by 

Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Melon 

University. These models have evolved into CMMI version 1.3 

[7-9] known as CMMI for Development, CMMI for 

Acquisition and CMMI for Services. 

In parallel, the international community has developed an 

international standard for process assessment ISO/IEC 15504: 

Process assessment framework, also known as project SPICE 

(Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination) 

initiated by the Ministry of Defence of UK in 1991 [13], [14]. 
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ISO/IEC 15504 represents the third generation of process 

capability maturity models that refer to an external process 

reference model. The process capability assessment framework 

is defined in the normative part of ISO/IEC 15504-2. 

In this context, an approach taken by ISO/IEC 15504 [13], 

[14] referring to the external process reference model is 

particularly important. It enables to extend the application area 

of the model outside software engineering. External process 

reference model must satisfy requirements of process definition 

in terms of process purpose and outcomes. 

The third main source in process capability maturity arena is 

iCMM v2.0 (integrated Capability Maturity Model), addressing 

the issues of model integration and architecture representation, 

developed by the US Federal Aviation Administration in 2001. 

It influenced a lot the current state of the area of CMMs [11] 

and is along the same lines as ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) and 

CMMI models. Based on an external process reference model 

approach, the convergence of SPICE and iCMM models is 

possible and, in fact, it is completed as Enterprise SPICE 

initiative, i.e., the model FAA iCMM plays the role of baseline 

in the development of SPICE based Enterprise Process 

Reference Model and Process Assessment Model. Enterprise 

SPICE model consists of a Process Reference Model 

supplemented by a Process Assessment Model. Enterprise 

SPICE has been developed by a joint effort of more than one 

hundred experts representing 31 countries from all continents. 

Enterprise SPICE has been the most challenging process 

capability assessment and improvement initiative for the last 

several years. The first stage of Enterprise SPICE [10] project 

is completed, and the draft of the future standard is publicly 

available. 

Hundreds of various generic and specific organizational 

maturity models have been developed. These models mainly 

provide the characteristics of maturity levels. However, very 

few of them provide the decomposition of an activity modelled 

as a collection of processes defined in minimal terms, namely, 

a process name, a process purpose and the process outcomes. 

III. SECURITY PROCESS MODELLING RELATED WORK 

Security is a quality attribute of a system that is often implied 

because of the technical difficulty to prove or demonstrate 

otherwise. Because of that, security engineering aspect of 

system development often starts in the requirement 

specification as a sort of a set of preemptive technical and non-

technical measures that are felt to increase security and ends 

with the implementation of the mentioned measures. When 

actual security issues occur, however, the measures are taken 

individually and often the systematic causes of the 

vulnerabilities exploited are overlooked. To avoid such a 

situation, a way to continuously monitor and improve security 

measures is needed. To achieve this, dedicated security-focused 

processes must be defined and institutionalized. Given the 

process-based view of security, related process capability 

should be continuously evaluated (assessed) and improved. 

Objective assessment is deemed impossible without a reference 

model, which, in this case, is an information security process 

reference model. Once the information security process 

reference model is developed, process capability assessment 

and improvement, and, therefore, systematic increase in 

security become manageable tasks. Moreover, the need for 

systematic assessment and improvement of security is growing 

with the development of complex information systems, cloud 

computing being the primary example. Cloud computing relies 

on trust between a cloud service provider and a consumer. It is 

believed that trust must be based on something provable, i.e., 

certification. Certification of various important aspects of cloud 

computing providers is foreseen to be required and it is already 

under development [20]. Certification usually has a reference, 

to which the system evaluated can be qualitatively or even 

quantitatively compared. The security certification can be based 

on process capability assessment using the Information Security 

Process Capability Model presented in this paper. 

Enterprise SPICE can be seen as a universal tool for 

modeling various process-oriented activities that comprise an 

organization’s information processing system (the term 

“information processing system” is understood as including 

every element of an organization that produces, transfers or 

uses information manipulated by its processes, including 

hardware, software, people and infrastructure).  For the case of 

the model being universal and domain-independent, its process 

categories cannot include application-specific processes. On the 

other hand, specific quality attributes such as security and 

safety are very important in every information-processing 

system. Therefore, foreseeing that security and safety might not 

be unique in this respect, “Special Applications” area was 

conceived introducing an additional process covering the 

specific area, namely SAP.1. Safety and Security [10], [12]. It 

defines Application Practices as goals to be achieved by 

implementing process areas in a way of intentionally applying 

security and safety to base practices without naming them 

specifically. The knowledge of the concrete methodology of 

how these application practices are performed is implied rather 

than specified and, therefore, strongly relies on an implementer. 

Therefore, we can state that Enterprise SPICE defines security 

and safety as attributes applied to the existing processes but not 

a process-based activity. The same, with some reservations, can 

also be said about the safety extensions to the ISO/IEC 15504 

(Part 10) [15], +SAFE safety extensions to the CMMI-DEV 

[19] and the work done on security extensions to the ISO/IEC 

15504 [16]. 

The US Federal Aviation Administration has viewed the 

iCMM as being insufficient in providing a framework for 

assessing and improving safety and security of a system, and, 

therefore, it has created and published Safety and Security 

Extensions for Integrated Capability Maturity Models [12]. It 

must be noted that the evolutionary close relationship between 

the iCMM and Enterprise SPICE allows, with minor 

corrections, the application of these extensions to the Enterprise 

SPICE. These extensions provide the relationship between 

Application Practices and Base Practices and additional 

implementation guidance. 

BSI publications [3], [4] on information security 

management systems provide comprehensive information 

security body of knowledge that can be used as a source for the 
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codifying of information security knowledge in process 

oriented terms. 

ISO/IEC 15504 conformant capability modeling of the 

information security management process is addressed by 

research conducted at the Public Research Centre Henri Tudor 

in Luxembourg [1], [2] with an aim to facilitate the adoption of 

security management systems for SMEs based on the 

development of a process reference model and a process 

implementation model.   

IV. VALIDATION OF A NEW METHOD FOR PROCESS 

CAPABILITY MODELING 

The main idea of this research is to integrate an application 

dependent SPICE conformant process modeling with the 

application independent capability dimension and process 

dimension components. The goal of such integration is to keep 

the application dependent component as simple as possible and 

to maximize domain independent reusable part of process 

capability assessment model for the improvement of a process-

oriented activity. 

ISO/IEC 15504 introduces the concepts of a capability 

measurement framework and requirements for external process 

model. This enables to minimize the efforts for creation of a 

process capability assessment model only by forming a SPICE 

conformant external process model. ISO/IEC 15504 capability 

dimension can be reused. 

In addition, Enterprise SPICE as a generic SPICE 

conformant and domain independent external process model 

can be applied. It consists of Life Cycle, Organizational and 

Support Process categories. 

Enterprise SPICE is defined at a quite abstract and low 

granularity level. In order to express domain dependent issues, 

the processes of Application category should be defined to 

address the body of knowledge of a particular application area 

that is not represented at a sufficient level by the Enterprise 

SPICE process model. 

Therefore, the development of SPICE conformant process 

capability model for a particular application domain can be 

restricted by the development of description of the Application 

category processes only. 

Enterprise SPICE model applies almost the same but not 

identical concept of Application area introduced in [10] that 

consists of application practices. An application practice is 

implemented by a set of base practices that belong to one or 

more Enterprise SPICE processes. To assess the capability of 

an application area and application practices, the associated 

base practices shall be assessed in the context of their 

performance for application practices. In this case, the body of 

knowledge of an application area should implicitly define the 

performance context of base practice to be assessed. 

The purpose of Application process category concept 

introduced in the present paper is to reflect directly the body of 

knowledge in terms of essential processes and base practices of 

application that are not represented by the Enterprise SPICE 

model at the extent needed by the improvement task.   

The application of provided methodology enables to develop 

an application dependent process capability model which is a 

SPICE conformant model that reuses the ISO/IEC 15504 

capability framework. It also reuses the Life Cycle, 

Organizational and Support Process categories from the 

Enterprise SPICE process dimension and provides the 

Application category’s processes, which satisfy the 

requirements to process a definition established by ISO/IEC 

15504. The Application category can consist of processes that 

further extend or detail the Life Cycle, Organizational and 

Support Process categories. 

Organizational and Support Process categories are less 

application domain dependent compared to the Life Cycle 

Process category. In this paper, the Application Process 

category, called here Primary Process category, is composed of 

Life Cycle Process category supplemented by domain 

dependent processes. 

The goal of the development of Information Security Process 

Capability Model is to build a framework that describes security 

as a process-oriented activity and is sufficiently detailed as a 

tool for any organization that wishes to assess and increase the 

capability of the security quality attribute of its processes in the 

context of enterprise-wide process improvement. 

The supplementation of Enterprise SPICE with application 

area specific knowledge transforms it from a domain-

independent model to a domain-dependent model. Focusing on 

information security potentially narrows its applicability; the 

model does not enforce any processes that would limit a set of 

organizations to Information Technology or related domains 

aside from having an information system, the security of which 

is the main focus of the model. 

Next section implements the methodology for effort 

minimization of domain dependent process capability modeling 

outlined in the present paper for information security assurance 

area to validate the approach provided and to create a new 

information security process capability assessment model. 

V. INFORMATION SECURITY PROCESS CAPABILITY MODEL 

Information security process capability assessment and 

improvement are based on a process capability assessment 

model as a core tool for quality management. An idea is to build 

a new SPICE conformant process capability model called 

Information Security Process Capability Model as an external 

Process Assessment Model according to requirements [13] 

using the Enterprise SPICE capability model that refers to the 

capability framework defined in the normative part ISO/IEC 

15504-2. 

The Process Reference Model of Information Security 

Process Capability Model consists of Primary, Organizational 

and Support Process categories (see Fig. 1 below). 
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Fig. 1. Information Security Process Capability Model: relationship 

of the Primary Process category processes. 

Organizational and Support Process categories are reused 

from [10]. Primary Process category is composed of three 

subcategories: Security Risk Management Process subcategory, 

Engineering Process subcategory and Security Process 

subcategory. 

The Security Risk Management and Security Process 

subcategories are based on corresponding security practices 

from [6], [12]. They contain the processes that represent the 

security domain-specific knowledge. The Engineering Process 

subcategory comprises processes that are based on the Life 

Cycle Process category from the Enterprise SPICE. 

According to ISO/IEC 15504-2, requirements for the process 

description of the Process Reference Model (PRM) must be 

done in minimal terms of process purpose and outcomes that 

are achieved as a result of process successful implementation. 

In addition to PRM, the Process Assessment Model of 

Information Security Process Capability Model contains a set 

of indicators that explicitly addresses the purpose and 

outcomes, as defined in the PRM, and that demonstrates the 

achievement of the process attributes. Description of 

Information Security Process Capability Model processes that 

belong to Primary Process category, excluding the Engineering 

Process subcategory that is reused from the Enterprise SPICE, 

is provided in Table I. 

TABLE I. 

INFORMATION SECURITY PROCESS CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT MODEL: 

SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY PROCESS SUBCATEGORIES  

PRIM.RISK.1. Security Vulnerabilities 

Purpose Outcomes 

To identify, analyze 

and report information 

security vulnerabilities 

of an artifact to be 

protected 

1) Information security 

vulnerability analysis strategy is 

developed and maintained; 

2) Vulnerabilities are identified; 

3) Vulnerabilities are analyzed; 

4) Dependent vulnerabilities are 

derived; 

5) Information security 

vulnerabilities are reported. 

 

Base Practices 

PRIM.RISK.1.BP.1: Develop and maintain information security 

vulnerability analysis strategy. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.RISK.1.BP.2: Identify vulnerabilities. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.RISK.1.BP.3: Analyze vulnerabilities. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.RISK.1.BP.4: Derive vulnerabilities. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.RISK.1.BP.5: Report information security vulnerabilities 

of an artifact. [Outcome: 5] 

PRIM.RISK.2. Security Threats 

Purpose Outcomes 

To identify, analyze 

and report information 

security threats for an 

artifact to be protected 

 

1) Analysis strategy of information 

security threats is developed and 

maintained; 

2) Natural threats are identified; 

3) Man-made threats are identified; 

4) Threats are analyzed; 

5) Likelihood of threats is assessed; 

6) Information security threats are 

reported. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.1: Develop and maintain the analysis strategy 

of information security threats. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.2: Identify natural threats. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.3: Identify man-made threats. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.4: Analyze threats in the operation 

environment of an artifact. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.5: Assess likelihood of threats. [Outcome: 5] 

PRIM.RISK.2.BP.6: Report information security threats of an 

artifact. [Outcome: 6] 

PRIM.RISK.3. Impact of Security Breaches  

Purpose Outcomes 

To identify, analyze 

and report the impact 

of information security 

breaches on an artifact 

to be protected 

1) Analysis strategy of the impact of 

information security breaches is 

developed and maintained; 

2) Assets to be protected are 

identified; 

3) Impacts are identified; 

4) Impacts are analyzed; 

5) Impacts are reported. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.1: Develop and maintain the analysis strategy 

of the impact of information security breaches. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.2: Identify and categorize assets potentially 

affected by information security breaches. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.3: Identify impacts. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.4: Analyze impacts. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.5: Categorize impacts. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.RISK.3.BP.6: Report impacts. [Outcome: 5] 

PRIM.RISK.4. Security Risk Assessment 

Purpose Outcomes 

To identify, assess and 

report information 

security  

risks of an artifact 

operated in a defined 

environment 

1) Information security risk 

assessment strategy is developed 

and maintained; 

2) Risk factors are identified; 

3) Risk factors are assessed and 

categorized; 

4) Risks are prioritized; 

5)  
6) Risks are monitored and 

reported. 
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Base Practices 

PRIM.RISK.4.BP.1: Develop and maintain information security 

risk assessment strategy. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.RISK.4.BP.2: Identify risk factors. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.RISK.4.BP.3: Assess and categorize risk factors. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.RISK.4.BP.4: Prioritize risks. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.RISK.4.BP.5: Monitor and report risks. [Outcome: 5] 

PRIM.SEC.1. Security Awareness Establishment 

Purpose Outcomes 

To provide knowledge 

needed for information 

security task definition, 

solution 

implementation and 

usage 

1) Information security 

awareness establishment strategy is 

developed and maintained; 

2) Information security needs and 

requirements are known and 

communicated; 

3) Information security 

requirements are understood for the 

design and implementation of an 

artifact; 

4) Information security 

constraints are understood for the 

operation of an artifact. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.SEC.1.BP.1: Develop and maintain information security 

awareness establishment strategy. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.SEC.1.BP.2: Communicate information security needs and 

requirements. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.SEC.1.BP.3: Understand information security needs and 

requirements for the implementation of an artifact. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.SEC.1.BP.4: Communicate information security 

constraints to users. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.SEC.1.BP.5: Understand information security constraints 

for the operation of an artifact. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.SEC.2. Security Implementation Management 

Purpose Outcomes 

The required 

information security is 

provided in the 

operation of an artifact 

1) Information security 

implementation management 

strategy is developed and 

maintained; 

2) Information security 

responsibilities for the whole life 

cycle are established; 

3) Information security awareness is 

managed; 

4) Information security control 

mechanisms are established and 

managed. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.SEC.2.BP.1: Develop and maintain information security 

implementation management strategy. [Outcome: 1] 

Establish security responsibilities. [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.SEC.2.BP.2: Establish information security responsibilities 

for the whole life cycle of an artifact. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.SEC.2.BP.3: Manage information security awareness of 

all stakeholders. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.SEC.2.BP.4: Establish and manage information security 

control mechanisms. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.SEC.3. Assurance Argument Establishment 

Purpose Outcomes 

To establish and 

maintain security 

assurance arguments 

and support evidence 

throughout the life 

cycle. 

1) Strategy of information security 

assurance argument establishment 

is developed and maintained; 

2) Information security assurance 

objectives are identified; 

3) Information security assurance 

evidences are analyzed; 

4) Information security assurance 

arguments are provided. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.SEC.3.BP.1: Develop and maintain the strategy of an 

information security assurance argument establishment. 

[Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.SEC.3.BP.2: Identify information security assurance 

objectives. [Outcome: 2] 

PRIM.SEC.3.BP.3: Analyze information security assurance 

evidences. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.SEC.3.BP.4: Provide information security assurance 

argument. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.SEC.4. Security Monitoring and Reporting 

Purpose Outcomes 

To establish and 

maintain independent 

monitoring and 

reporting of 

information security 

status and issues 

1) Information security 

monitoring and reporting strategy is 

developed and maintained; 

2) Event records are analyzed; 

3) Information security incidents 

are identified; 

4) Information security incidents 

are analyzed; 

5) Information security incidents 

are reported. 

Base Practices 

PRIM.SEC.4.BP.1: Develop and maintain information security 

monitoring and reporting strategy.  [Outcome: 1] 

PRIM.SEC.4.BP.2: Analyze event records. [Outcome:2] 

PRIM.SEC.4.BP.3: Identify security incidents. [Outcome: 3] 

PRIM.SEC.4.BP.4: Analyze security incidents. [Outcome: 4] 

PRIM.SEC.4.BP.5: Report security incidents. [Outcome: 5] 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

The paper provides the following new results in process 

capability modeling and information security process capability 

assessment and improvement: 

1) A validated method for SPICE conformant process 

capability modeling based on ISO/IEC 15504 capability 

framework and Enterprise SPICE domain independent 

external process model is proposed; 

2) Based on the proposed methodology, a SPICE conformant 

Process Assessment Model called an Information Security 

Process Capability Model is developed. 

Future research directions: validation of an application 

dependent process capability modeling approach versus 

application area implementation by referencing to base 

practices of domain independent process model; development 

of an approach to assessment and improvement of 

organization’s security process based on the information 
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security process capability assessment model presented in this 

paper. 
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